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4 Curriulum vitae4.1 Until my Ph.D.My master thesis was related to the NA37 experiment at CERN, better known as the NewMuon Collaboration (NMC). After my master's defense, in 1991, I was employed in theInstitute for Nulear Studies in Warsaw as a physiist (at that time there was o�iallyno Ph.D. program in the INS) and joined the Warsaw NMC group with the objetiveof doing there my dotor degree. The subjet of my researh onerned measurementsof the struture funtions of nuleons bound in atomi nulei via the proess of deepinelasti muon sattering on nulei. The topi was stritly onneted to the so alledEMC e�et, �rst observed a few years before and being bak then one of the main topisof interest in the partile physis ommunity. It regarded the question why and how doesthe nuleon struture funtion F2 measured on a nuleus di�er from the one measured ona free nuleon. In my Ph.D. period the NA37 experiment did not ollet data anymore,but rather �nal analyses of previously olleted data were in full progress. I beameaquainted with the apparatus itself pratially during the runs of NA47, whih was theNA37 suessor (better known as the Spin Muon Collaboration, SMC), in whih I alsopartiipated. The physis result of my NMC work was a preise measurement of the ratio
F Sn

2 /FC
2 as a funtion of the Bjorken saling variable x and of its Q2 dependene (thesquare of the four-momentum transfer in the muon-nuleus interation), as well as thedemonstration that the observed dependene is preisely of the order expeted by theevolution equations of Quantum Chromo-Dynamis (QCD). To this date it is the onlysuh measurement of su�ient preision to hint at the existene of any suh dependene.My Ph.D. was the very last Ph.D. ompleted within the NMC, hene it was largely myresponsibility to produe the �nal ollaboration results and prepare the publiation. I wasalso involved in the publiation ommittee of another paper related to nulear struturefuntions.During my Ph.D. program I was invited as a guest, three times for one month longvisits eah, to the Max Plank Instutute at Heidelberg. Together with a strong loalteam of physiist involved in the NMC data analysis, I worked, among other things, onnew data formats for the experiment to failitate analysis involving very large (for theirtime) datasets. Results related to my Ph.D. were shown by myself twie in internationalonferenes and twie in domesti seminars. I am a oauthor of 12 publiations by theNMC ollaboration and 12 publiations by the SMC ollaboration.4.2 First period after my Ph.D.: ativities related to the physisof CP violation in quarks and neutrinosAfter ompleting my Ph.D. I aquired the position of Adiunkt at the Soªtan Institute forNulear Studies in Warsaw. Upon ompletion of the last NMC related ativities, I hangedmy main physis interests towards widely understood eletroweak physis. In the mid-1990's virtually nothing was known about CP violation, exept the original observationof KL deay into two pions of 1964, and measurements of the losely related hargeasymmetry inKL semileptoni deay hannels. In 1996, together with a group of physiistsfrom the INS, I joined the NA48 experiment at CERN whose main physis topi was2



�diret� CP violation (i.e., ouring via the deay amplitude between two states of wellde�ned, opposite CP) in the neutral kaon system.The period between November 1996 and November 1997 I spent as a Post-dotoralFellow at the University of Edinburgh. About a half of that time I was based physiallyat CERN to work diretly on the NA48 experiment whih was then entering its �rst yearof data taking. During this period I was responsible for the operation of the Muon VetoMonitoring system at NA48; I was the author of an essential part of the monitoring odewhih was used in later years in a pratially unhanged form 1. I was also involved inphysis data analysis related to the primary goal of the experiment, whih was preisemeasurement of the ratio ǫ′/ǫ, a number that desribes diret CP violation in the neutralkaon system. My researh inluded studies of systemati e�ets related to detetor aep-tane via measurements of KS and KL lifetimes. These ativities were arried on after myreturn to Warsaw; their byprodut was a publiation on preise KS lifetime determinationbased on all the NA48 data (however, being already involved in other projets, I let otherpeople �nish the work).A temporary episode in my NA48 related ativities was also the searh for light gluinos,the supposed supersymmetri partners of gluons, in the mass range of a few GeV. Suhgluino would be su�iently long-lived to reate a bound state with a gluon, the so alled
R0, before deaying. This possibility, based on a possible interpretation of LEP data, hadbeen just before notied by Farrar [1℄ and beame the subjet of onsiderable ontroversy.NA48 turned out to be the ideal experiment to provide empirial veri�ation of thisrealization of Supersymmetry. I was one of two persons inside NA48 who aknowledgedthe potential role of the experiment in settling the dispute, arried required Monte Carlosimulations and a fast analysis of already existing data (internal rules inside NA48 requiredat least two independent analyses for a physis result be published). Our publiationlosed for many years the ongoing disussion about the �light gluino window�, as wasalled the hitherto unexplored parameter spae in Supersymmetry where the gluino ouldbe very light. The paper on light gluinos was the �rst physis paper by NA48.Between 2001-2002 I was the head of the grant awarded by the Polish Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN), entitled Eksperyment NA48 w CERN: opraowanie danyh ianaliza �zyzna. The grant was the �nanial basis of the Warsaw physis group ativitiesin NA48 in the period. These ativities inluded: partiipation in Monte Carlo simulationsfor the measurement of ǫ′/ǫ, measurements of KS and KL lifetimes and studies of rarekaon deays, KS,L → π+π−γ and KS,L → π+π−e+e−.A seond phase of my inreased NA48 involvement orresponds to the period 2003-2005 and was related to the NA48/2 projet that will be disussed further below. I havepresented NA48 results (inluding NA48/2) several times in international onferenes andinstitute seminars 2.The end of 1990's in partile physis stood also for the �rst observation of neutrinoosillations by Super-Kamiokande. As of 1999, I was engaged in the proess of setting upa strong neutrino group in Warsaw. I was one of the �rst physiists from Warsaw whobeame atively involved in various ativities related to the ICANOE/Iarus projet atGran Sasso. Under my supervision arried were simulations for the design of an exter-1See NA48 internal note �The Muon Veto Monitor�, NA48-04/98, of my authorship.2For more detailed information on my onferene and seminar presentations sine my Ph.D. see Ap-pendix 4. 3



nal trigger for the Iarus detetor. The trigger was designed to demonstrate the ruialdetetion apabilities of long muon traks in a large detetor based on the liquid argontehnology [2℄. My subsequent several short visits to Gran Sasso and Pavia, Italy, wereonentrated on trigger testing and installation, as well as other work related to prepa-rations of the �rst half of the T300 module. The trigger system we had fully authoredserved during test runs for Iarus in 2001 3.The entire period between January 2001 and May 2007 I spent in the United Stateswhere I worked as Researh Assoiate at Northwestern University. Until 2005 my mainresearh �elds remained neutrino osillation projets and NA48.Soon after the �rst observation of neutrino osillations a question arose whether CPviolation is present also in the neutrino setor and whether it an help explain the puzzle ofmatter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe. The �rst step in this diretion would haveto be the measurement of a non-zero θ13 angle in the neutrino mixing (MNS) matrix andthat in turn would require observation of the subdominant osillation mode νµ → νe. Asmember of the Northwestern neutrino group, I ollaborated with physiists of the MINOSexperiment, my personal task being preparation of a future measurement of νe appearane.I was the �rst person who started detailed systemati simulation studies foused on thereently proposed onept of plaing the far neutrino detetor at a non-zero angle withrespet to the NuMI (Neutrino Main Injetor at Fermilab) beam axis. The projet wasinitially known as NuMI O�-Axis, eventually to beome the urrently operating NOvAexperiment. The O�-Axis onept was a referene to the fat that the neutrino beamspetrum at a �nite angle has several signi�ant advantages over the on-axis spetrum. Inshort, an o�-axis detetor allowed for a muh better νe appearane measurement withoutrequiring redesign of the beamline. My most personal ontribution to the subjet wassuggesting an original method for the referene spetrum evaluation, i.e., the spetrumin the far neutrino detetor expeted in the absene of neutrino osillations. The methodonsisted in deriving, based uniquely on alulable kinemati bounds, the so alled Near-to-Far Matrix via whih one ould diretly obtain the expeted neutrino energy spetrumin the far detetor that orresponded on a statistial basis to eah neutrino deteted inthe near detetor, the latter assumed to be on-axis. The key issue was to prove that anyunertainties in the determination of the matrix itself, for instane those oming fromhadron prodution spetra in the primary proton-target interation, to a large extentanel out during the transition from the near to the far detetor. Regardless of theseunertainties, as well as of the atual position of the far detetor, the matrix tehniqueallowed to predit the referene spetrum with a high auray. The original motivation ofthe Near-to-Far matrix was the O�-Axis projet, but it soon turned out that this tehniquean signi�antly redue the systemati unertainties also for an on-axis far detetor. Themethod, in a somewhat upgraded version, is presently known as the �Matrix Method� andis still used in the MINOS experiment. Two early papers whose I am one of two authors[3℄, and two further ones whose I am one of several authors [4℄, provided the oneptualfoundations for the NuMI O�-Axis projet in its initial shape and although they werenever o�ially published (they remained as Fermilab reports or NuMI internal notes andarXiv preprints) to this date they are highly quoted.The Near-to-Far Matrix tehnique and related studies for NuMI O�-Axis were pre-3See also Iarus internal note �An external trigger system for the ICARUS T600 test�, ICARUS-TM/2000-05. 4



sented by myself in a number of onferenes and workshops in 2001-2002. These weremostly invited talks. In 2002 I partiipated also in the Aspen (Colorado, US) studywhose main topis were setting up a roadmap for neutrino physis in the United Statesand the hoie of appropriate sites for future neutrino detetors [5℄.After 2002 my ativity in neutrino physis waned due to Northwestern Universitywithdrawal from neutrino projets.In 2003, a new NA48/2 projet started at CERN whose main aim was the searh fordiret CP violation in the harged kaon system via preise measurement of the asymmetryin the deays K±
→ 3π. I partiipated in the projet during the next ouple of years.My most diret ontribution to the primary physis result of NA48/2 involved a studyof forgotten systemati e�ets related to the presene of parasiti, rudimentary magneti�elds in the deay volume of the experiment. Corret onsideration of those �elds in thereonstrution of the K± deay kinematis had a signi�ant impat in the evaluation of�nal results, mostly in the kaon deays to three harged pions. The harged deay modepossessed the largest statistial power and ultimately provided the most aurate test ofthe Standard Model done at NA48/2.By all pratial means I was an auxiliary supervisor of a group of undergraduate andgraduate students who worked in NA48/2 on various spei� topis related to K± semilep-toni deays. One of the main motivations of this researh was the existing ontroversyonerning the quark mixing (CKM) matrix element Vus whose best world value, aord-ing to the PDG'2002, deviated from the Standard Model, albeit not in a statistiallyonlusive way [6℄. A preliminary express analysis of the deays K±

→ π0e±ν (K±

e3) fromNA48/2 data was done in a large extent by myself. It produed a new result for Vus, witha preision better than 1%, and fully onsistent with the Standard Model. The result wasshown still in the same year in international onferenes as �NA48/2 preliminary� andpratially settled the Vus ontroversy. In the next step, a full, �nal analysis, extendedby addition of the K±
→ π0µ±ν deay hannel, was arried in terms of a Ph.D. thesisompleted at Northwestern University under my auxiliary supervision 4.To this date I am a oauthor of all the publiations by NA48/2.4.3 Ativities related to the mehanism of eletroweak symmetrybreaking4.3.1 The linear eletron-positron olliderDuring my period based at Northwestern I got in touh with a physis group involved invarious studies related to the projet of building a future linear eletron-positron ollider(LC, presently ILC and CLIC). The group was mainly interested in the photon-photonollider option that ould be built based on the e+e− beams and the physis related.The Linear Collider was formally never my main researh topi, however I pratiipated inmany disussions and was often asked to provide sienti� feedbak in a number of issues.This feedbak inluded self-made alulations, simulation work and student supervision.4This fat has not been formalized in any existing doumentation, but in making the above laim Ihave the support of the persons in question. See also �Prae doktorskie, któryh byªem pomonizymopiekunem� in Appendix 4. 5



With varying intensity, my ollaboration with the γγ group lasted for several years, inertain periods taking even the better part of my time.One of my �rst original results was an order of magnitude estimate of the e�ets of deepinelasti sattering (obvious referene to my Ph.D.) of eletrons o� nulei in the rystallattie in a onsidered alternative onept of photon beam prodution. Aording to thisidea the photon beams would be obtained by plaing a rystal in the e+e− beamlines.The physis mehanism of produing irularly polarized high energy photons in a rystallattie was �rst proposed on theoretial grounds by Cabibbo [7℄, then proved empiriallyby the NA59 experiment at CERN (R&D) [8℄. Nevertheless, the result of my alulationwas deidedly negative and fored to abandon this onept as an option for the LC.Later on I partiipated in studies of the physis potential of the γγ option as a Higgsfatory, with speial onsideration given to non-standard physis senarios, di�ult todetet at the LHC. These studies were arried within the LHC/LC Study Group. I was the�rst author of a work onerning the apabilities of Higgs boson detetion in the NMSSM(Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetry) senario, where a light Higgs salar would deay intotwo light pseudosalars (h → aa), in a γγ ollider built on a CLIC-type mahine [9℄.Considered were di�erent options of the obtained γγ spetrum. The onlusion of thestudy was that the proposed analysis of a �nal state onsisting of four b quarks, or two bquarks and two τ leptons, ould provide a signi�ant motivation for having a γγ ollider,assuming a low energy CLIC-type mahine would be built still before ILC onstrution.Supposedly, this kind of analysis should beome one of the main points of physiists'interest, should the LHC fail to observe the Higgs boson in at least one of its standardmainstream deay hannels. Sine real fats turned to be di�erent in the end, the workin its original shape has now lost its atuality. However, some of my ontributions to theapplied simulation tools and analysis tehniques an still be relevant.I partiipated in disussions arried within the Amerian physis ommunity on pos-sible sites to host a linear ollider. As part of the ongoing disussion, measurements anda full Fourier analysis of seismi ativity in the Fermilab site as a funtion of depth belowground level were done by myself and under my sienti� supervision. In making thesemeasurements we took advantage of the 3-dimensional geometry of the NuMI tunnel justbefore installation of the entire infrastruture for the MINOS experiment. A report isavailable [10℄.My results were shown several times on LC ollaboration meetings and one on theAPS (Amerian Physial Soiety) onferene. I am listed as a oathor of four volumes ofthe ILC Referene Design Report that appeared in 2007 [11℄.4.3.2 The CMS experiment at the LHCAs of 2005, my main researh projet is the CMS experiment at the LHC. As a member ofNorthwestern University I joined the widely understood e�orts related to preparations ofthe CMS Hadroni Calorimeter (HCAL) for the �rst LHC ollisions. In this entire periodmy previous physis ativities were pratially suspended beause of the large amount ofwork related to the forthoming LHC startup.In the period of CMS detetor ommissioning I partiipated in onstrution work ofHCAL readout modules and in preliminary alibration of the alorimeter using a radioa-tive soure tehnique during its assembly in the SX5 hall at CERN. I helped develop the6



ode that was used for quality ontrol (QC) of the individual HCAL readout modules justbefore and after their installation on the detetor. I was one of 7 authors of one of the�rst CMS HCAL tehnial notes whih reported the �rst suessful attempts to detetosmi muons using solely signals in the alorimeter [12℄.In 2006 I beame responsible for providing an initial HCAL alibration before theappearane of the �rst LHC data. The ultimate goal of my work was to ensure reasonablereonstrution of energy deposits in the alorimeter at the moment when �rst ollisiondata were supposed to ome, before these data would enable a more aurate alibration.Spei� tasks I worked on, together with a few people strong group of experts, inluded:
• working out methods of individual alibration of the alorimeter ells and theirimplementation in the newly reated CMS software framework (CMSSW),
• de�nition of data formats for alorimeter alibration during the run, and of uni�edalibration onstants per readout hannel, to be used in data reonstrution as wellas for physis simulations,
• writing ode for the monitoring of HCAL pedestals and their stability during datataking, as well as more detailed studies of alorimeter operation to be arried o�-line,
• writing ode for preise time alignment of HCAL signals using a built-in laser beamand LED system.During Test Beam runs involving parts of the alorimeter (2006) and during globaltests known as the MTCC (Magnet Test and Cosmi Challenge, in pratie the �rst se-rious integration tests of all the subsystems of the CMS detetor) I was responsible forsetting up and ontinuous operation of the alibration software and for ommuniationswith the database. I supervised the alulation of the relevant alibration onstants, on-tinuous monitoring of pedestals and updating their respetive values in the database. Myresponsibility was also to keep an up-to-date HCAL eletronis map (frequently hangingin that period) in a format ready to be used for ongoing data analyses by other groups.I am the author of various parts of the HCAL ode in CMSSW in what onernsalibration and energy reonstrution. This ode, albeit with many later modi�ations,is still in use in CMS. From 2006 until my departure from the US (April 2007) I was theontat person between the HCAL detetor group and the Jet-MET group (reonstrutionof jets and missing energy) inside the CMS ollaboration. I also tried to be, however withinvery modest time frames, the ontat person with the newly established Partile Flowgroup (a tehnique of event reonstrution based on simultaneous usage of informationfrom all CMS subdetetors in order to identify partiles).A signi�ant part of my HCAL related ativities in CMS were teahing and advisoryativities, most of all in what onerns operation and usage of the HCAL ode in CMSSW,espeially those parts of it that I had authored. In the summer of 2006 I organized atutorial session at CERN 5.My ativities for CMS HCAL are well doumented in numerous presentations in in-ternal HCAL meetings between 2005-2006.5See http://diablo.phys.northwestern.edu/∼mihals/mssw_tutorial.html.7



In 2007 I returned to Poland and joined the Warsaw CMS group. I took over a partof the group responsibilities onerning the setup and operation of a muon trigger basedon the Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) system. My ontribution inluded the de�nitionof basi objets in CMSSW for the desription of the RPC trigger on�guration, theiruni�ation within a larger frame of the global CMS trigger on�guration and ommunia-tions with the database (the objets in question are: the urrent eletroni abling map,the full set of muon patterns that are used to issue triggers, as well as other parametersthat de�ne the full operation mode of the RPC trigger). In the relevant period when theCMS database onepts were being de�ned, I was the ontat person between the CMSdatabase group and the RPC trigger group. I also ontributed to the development ofthe RPC trigger monitoring system. The latter involved important improvements to theexisting trigger emulator ode whih ultimately allowed to have an exat predition ofthe output of a orretly operating trigger hardware based on simultaneous proessing ofRPC hamber data by the trigger emulator.During my many visits to CERN between 2008-2012, I was an on-all expert responsi-ble for the RPC trigger operation, �rst in CMS test runs and subsequently during physisdata taking.On two oasions I partiipated in editorial ommittees on behalf of the RPC groupand provided relevant parts of text for CMS publiations onerning trigger operation.Inside the Warsaw CMS group, throughout a period of two years I organized quasi-regular bi-weekly physis meetings with the aim of disussing urrent progress in physisdata analyses done by members of the group, as well as other physis news from CMSand related topis.In what regards physis my main topi of interest for the last few years has been studyof the vetor boson sattering proess, V V , where V = W±, Z, at high energies. It isan important test of the mehanism of eletroweak symmetry breaking in the StandardModel. Historially, the interest in V V interation was losely related to the questionof the very existene - or non-existene - of the Higgs boson. Afterwards it beamethe key proess for the empirial veri�ation of whether the Higgs boson indeed ful�llsits task assigned to it by the Standard Model. Aording to theory, the same Higgsboson should also ensure unitarity in the interation between vetor bosons of longitudinalpolarization (VLVL). The entire energy dependene of the VLVL sattering ross setion isfully de�ned by merely a few numbers that are ompletely determined within the StandardModel framework. Its experimental veri�ation will provide an ultimate losure test ofthe Standard Model or the theory that will replae it.I was the main driving fore behind establishing a suessful ollaboration with agroup of internationally renowned theoretial physiists from the University of Warsawand arrying detailed simulation work to study the WW sattering proess at the LHC.The outome of this ollaboration was a phenomenologial paper [13℄ where we suggesteda novel analysis strategy for the LHC at 14 TeV, based on originally derived seletionriteria. The seletion riteria were spei�ally foused on maximizing the sensitivityto possible deviations from the Standard Model, while keeping all the realisti analysisfeatures of a real CMS-like experiment. A novel feature of our approah resided in showingthat polarizations of the vetor bosons an be e�etively separated based on transversemomentum spetra of the so alled �tagging jets�, i.e., those assoiated to the vetor bosonfusion (VBF) proess. Therefore, it is possible to improve sensitivity to physis related8



to the eletroweak symmetry breaking mehanism (whih a�ets only VLVL pairs) andseparate possible e�ets of other physis.Our work has already helped inrease attention to the same-sign sattering proess,
W±W±, whose many advantages, both theoretial and experimental, we reapitulated andfurther elaborated on in our paper. CMS has already produed a �rst result on the W±W±proess based on data olleted at 8 TeV, the paper is urrently awaiting �nal publiation[14℄. A similar analysis has also been done by the ATLAS ollaboration [15℄. Althoughthese works are presented as Standard Model measurements and are hardly onlusivein terms of possible ontributions from physis beyond the Standard Model, they set thepath towards future measurements at higher energies. An update of the results of ourphenomenologial paper, in the light of new data oming from LHC experiments, was thesubjet of a bahelor thesis at the University of Warsaw, written under my supervision(2013).Plans for future analyses at the LHC are urrently disussed in loose ollaborationwith the Tehnishe Universität in Dresden that partiipates in the ATLAS experiment.Physiists from Dresden were diretly involved in the W±W± analysis at 8 TeV produedby ATLAS. Our ooperation onerns mainly oneptual aspets, as well as tehnialproblems that are ommon to both LHC experiments, in partiular the problem of manyproton-proton interations ourring in a single bunh rossing (pile-up) and the resultinglimitation on our ability to selet a lean VLVL sample.The proess of V V sattering is also mentioned among the main physis motivationsfor the onstrution of future irular olliders (FCC) operating at muh higher energiesthan available at the LHC. The FCC o�ers signi�antly better perspetives for the physisof V V sattering and provides a logial ontinuation of the work done at the LHC. Asone of six physiists from Poland I partiipated in the FCC Kik-O� Meeting held inFebruary 2014 at the University of Geneva [16℄. Together with a group of physiists fromthe Institute for Theoretial Physis at the University of Warsaw we have established apreliminary ollaboration with the FCC-hh (hadron-hadron option) projet. The aim is toarry �rst dediated simulations of proton-proton interations at a enter of mass energyof 100 TeV, for preliminary studies of W+W+ sattering e�ets. Current key topis of mywork are:

• how does the kinemati signature of WW sattering (longitudinal pairs in partiular)hanges at 100 TeV ompared to 14 TeV,
• what is the sensitivity of W+W+ sattering at 100 TeV to the Higgs oupling to

WW , to triple ouplings WWZ, WWγ and the quarti oupling WWWW withinpresent experimental bounds,
• what is the kinemati separation of longitudinally polarized WW pairs versus theremaining WW pairs and how this separation translates into our ability to separatee�ets oming from di�erent physis soures.A working group to address the abovementioned issues is urrently under onstrution.A rough overview of topis, along with some �rst fragmentary simulation results werealready presented by myself in an FCC-hh working group meeting.9



The proess of V V sattering is also the subjet of a omprehensive monograph whoseI am the only author and I herewith enlose as my sienti� ahievement.5 Presentation of the sienti� ahievementAs my sienti� ahievement I present the monograph entitled:�The Higgs boson and the physis of WW sattering before and after Higgs disovery�,issued by the National Center for Nulear Researh, ISBN 978-83-934358-7-6, andwhose I am the only author. The work has been also plaed on the Cornell Universitylibrary arhieve of preprints under the number arXiv:1412.8367.The monograph herewith presented has been oneived as a possibly wide overview ofthe subjet of vetor boson sattering, both from the theory as well as from the experimen-tal side, in the dawn of Run 2 of the LHC. Realled in it are the very physial basis, thehistorial relation between WW sattering and the mehanism of eletroweak symmetrybreaking and the Higgs boson in partiular. A review is presented of existing phenomeno-logial works and the most important experimental results onerning the Higgs bosonand eletroweak physis of most relevane to the main topi. Finally, skethed are thefuture perspetives and emphasized the importane of the proess in searhes for newphysis after Higgs disovery - both at the LHC and beyond.The �rst hapter of the monograph is a short introdution that explains the on-ept of spontaneous symmetry breaking and emphasizes its speial importane in modernpartile physis, inluding its relevane to explain the origin of mass in the Universe, espe-ially after Higgs boson disovery. The main goal of the LHC is to explain the mehanismof eletroweak symmetry breaking in nature. Higgs boson disovery gives us an importanthint, but does not yet give an answer to all our questions. Those will still be the researhtopis for many forthoming years, addressed among other ways via measurements of V Vsattering. Chapter 1 ontains also a brief abstrat of the ontents of next hapters.Chapter 2, �The Higgs boson in the Standard Model�, explains the relation between
WW sattering and the Higgs boson from a theoretial point of view. It presents a semi-historial sketh of the beginnings of the modern theory of eletroweak interations, fromthe origins of the W and Z weak bosons onept to the Higgs boson onept as the keyomponent of the Standard Model of elementary partiles. It emphasizes the twofold roleof the Higgs boson in the Standard Model, whih is re�eted in two in priniple inde-pendent ways to introdue the Higgs to the theory. It turns out that the massiveness ofthe weak bosons W and Z is a soure of two serious problems in the theory, and thatboth an be solved by inlusion of a Higgs boson. In the most known, paperbook deriva-tion of the Higgs boson onept, it appears in the theory as a byprodut of spontaneousSU(2) × U(1) gauge symmetry breaking, the result of a quantum-mehanial hoie of asingle vauum state, if only we assume ad-ho existene of some self-interating, omplexsalar �eld desribed by the so alled Higgs potential. Non-zero masses of gauge bosonsan be generated in the proess via the Higgs mehanism (more adequately alled the10



Englert-Brout-Higgs-Guralnik-Hagen-Kibble mehanism) that essentially means intera-tion of the initially massless vetor bosons with massless salar �elds. In this way, theStandard Model Lagrangian exhibits required gauge invariane, but the lowest energysolution (massive W and Z bosons in partiular) does not.The seond problem related to non-zero gauge boson masses is the possibility of theirlongitudinal polarization whih leads to violation of unitarity in V V sattering proesses atsu�iently high energies. Sine the onnetion between W and Z longitudinal polarizationand the question of unitarity in the Standard Model is the entral topi of the entirework, the objetive of Chapter 2 was to present a detailed explanation of the problemfrom �rst priniples, however avoiding being a regular leture on theoretial physis. Itturns out that the same Higgs boson an ause removal of all the ourring divergenesand restoration of unitarity in the theory, provided that its ouplings to the W and Zbosons are exatly as predited in the Standard Model (also that ouplings between gaugebosons themselves are exatly as in the Standard Model). The full energy dependeneof V V sattering proesses is de�ned by Higgs ouplings to gauge bosons and by tripleand quarti gauge boson ouplings. Non-Standard Model senarios will usually result ina di�erent shape of this spetrum than in the Standard Model.Despite experimental observation of the Higgs boson, we still do not know whetherit really ful�lls the seond task asribed to it in the Standard Model. If the Higgs doesnot fully ensure VLVL → VLVL amplitude unitarization, there may still be partially strong
V V sattering and dynami heavy resonanes, in a manner foreseen by Higgsless senar-ios. Only diret observation of V V sattering at high energy an de�nitely answer thisquestion.Chapter 2 ontains also a oneptual introdution to the Eletroweak Chiral La-grangian (EWChL) formalism, both as a historial alternative to the Standard Modelsolution, but most of all as an e�etive way of desription of unknown new physis, de-rived from the general priniples of Quantum Field Theory. While before Higgs disoverythe EWChL appliations were foused on phenomenology related to alternative meha-nisms of eletroweak symmetry breaking (stritly speaking, W and Z mass generationvia the Higgs mehanism requires neessarily existene of only three salar �elds and inthe most general ase it does not imply Higgs boson existene, but unitarity in V V in-terations has to be then ensured in the theory in other ways), the same formalism isstill useful today and with some modi�ations an be applied in phenomenologial studiesof physis beyond the Standard Model. The question will still be disussed in the nexthapter.The third hapter of the monograph, �Standard Model experimental status andprospets for BSM�, ontains an up-to-date review of experimental results onerning theHiggs boson and eletroweak physis, with emphasis on reent results of LHC experimentsfrom 2011-2012 6. These results are of paramount importane when it omes to futureperspetives for V V sattering measurements at the LHC or in envisaged future olliders.Vetor Boson Fusion (VBF) is one of the known mehanisms of Higgs boson produtionat the LHC. If followed by Higgs deay into a W+W− pair, it is physially identialwith W+W− sattering at an energy equivalent to the Higgs mass. Therefore, the basitopologial signature of WW sattering in the CMS or ATLAS detetors is well known6A omprehensive list of referenes and additional literature is given in the work itself, given theirlarge number the referenes will not be repeated in this summary.11



experimentally. Standard seletion riteria make however no distintion between di�erentheliity ombinations of the WW pair.The Higgs mass has been preisely determined from a ombination of data from twoleading deay modes: H → ZZ∗
→ l+l−l+l− and H → γγ. Its up-to-date values are:

MH = 125.36±0.37(stat)±0.18(syst) GeV (ATLAS) and MH = 125.03 + 0.26
− 0.27(stat) + 0.13

− 0.15

(syst) GeV (CMS). Comparison of masses determined by ATLAS and CMS from the twohannels separately fore to onlude that within the present resolution limits there isindeed a single resonane. A statistially signi�ant Higgs signal has also been observed inthe deay hannel H → W+W−
→ l+l−νν. Independent on�rmation of Higgs existenewas obtained as well in the hannel H → τ+τ−, whih to this date provides the mostdiret evidene that the Higgs ouples to fermions, as expeted in the Standard Model.Strong indiret evidene that the Higgs ouples to fermions is also obtained from the fatthat the total Higgs prodution rate, dominated mainly by gluon-gluon fusion with topquark loops in the Standard Model, agrees with expetations.Cruial to the identi�ation of the observed resonane with the Higgs boson is mea-surement of its spin and parity - the Standard Model Higgs is a pure salar, JP = 0+.Higgs spin and parity is determined from omparison of the measured angular distribu-tions of its deay produts with preditions derived under di�erent working hypotheses.In pratie, eah alternative hypothesis is tested against the referene JP = 0+ hypothe-sis. Simulated maximum likelihood distributions are diretly ompared with the measuredexperimental result, whih allows rejetion of one of the two hypotheses at a on�denelevel that depends on the separation of the two simulated distributions. The most signif-iant results are obtained from the H → ZZ∗

→ l+l−l+l− hannel, where ompared aredistributions of �ve di�erent angles that fully haraterize this deay. Full ombination ofdeays H → ZZ∗
→ l+l−l+l−, H → γγ and H → W+W−

→ l+l−νν su�es presently todisard all non-standard hypotheses with a on�dene level (CL) of 99% or higher. How-ever, one annot exlude a mixed parity state, e.g. 0+ + 0−, provided the non-standardontribution aounts for not more than about 40% of the total ross setion (95% CLlimit).Mostly important from the V V sattering point of view are measurements of Higgsouplings to the gauge bosons. Experiment an determine diretly the so alled signalstrength µ for a given deay hannel, e.g., WW or ZZ. Results are so far onsistentwith SM preditions within an error margin of 20-30%. For instane CMS obtained
µWW = 0.83 + 0.22

− 0.20 and µZZ = 1.00 + 0.32
− 0.26, expressed in units where the Standard Model isde�ned as unity in eah deay hannel separately. More sophistiated analyses ategorizethe data aording to their full prodution + deay path, where eah prodution meh-anism is tagged via requirements of ertain topologial and kinemati features that areinstrumental in seleting the requested mehanism. For pratial reasons, however, oneannot in this way ompletely determine all the ouplings independently of eah other.Moreover, the proedure is not ompletely model independent (as explained in detail inthe monograph). From �ts in whih only a global modi�ation of all bosoni ouplingsand a global modi�ation of all fermioni ouplings were allowed (hene two free param-eters), one gets agreement with the Standard Model within ∼10% for bosons and ∼20%for fermions.Both ATLAS and CMS arried a large number of dediated searhes for non-StandardModel Higgs bosons. Additional SM-like Higgses have been exluded up to 710-850 GeV,12



depending on the deay hannel. Higgs searhes within the framework of the MinimalSupersymmetri extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) gave negative results andhave been translated into stringent limits in the MSSM parameter spae of the Higgssetor, MA vs. tanβ. However, the hypothesis that the only disovered Higgs boson is infat the lighter of the two neutral salars predited by the MSSM annot be ompletelyruled out. Searhes for other non-standard Higgs signatures, e.g. the ones preditedin other supersymmetri senarios (NMMSM) or more exoti models, did not lead toobservation and were translated into respetive limits on the prodution ross setion ormodel parameters.Equally important from the V V sattering point of view are eletroweak physis results(setion 3.2). Experiments on the LHC arried preision measurements of ross setionsfor inlusive diboson prodution, W+W−, WZ, ZZ, Wγ and Zγ, at 7 and 8 TeV. Ofspeial importane for us are those measurements that translate into oupling strengthsbetween W and Z bosons and the photon. Deviations from the Standard Model, expressedin terms of anomalous triple ouplings, WWZ and WWγ in partiular, were searhed forbased on the measured kinematis of gauge bosons in the �nal state. New LHC measure-ments have fully on�rmed earlier LEP and TeVatron results and indiated agreement withthe Standard Model. A new ombination of world data provides the most updated limitson anomalous triple ouplings. The latter are urrently often expressed in the languageof anomalous oe�ients, e.g., cW , cWWW and cB, that sale higher (than 4) dimensionoperators in an e�etive extended Lagrangian within the framework of Quantum FieldTheory. More detailed disussion of individual dimension-6 and dimension-8 operatorsthat an be probed in V V sattering proesses, their formal de�nitions and onnetionswith the proper ouplings, as well as V V heliities (whih is an original point of view de-veloped in this work), is presented in subsetion 3.4.2. Expressed in this language urrentexperimental 95% CL limits on dimension-6 operators a�eting triple gauge ouplings areat the level of ±1-10/TeV2. Setion 3.4 presents examples of full energy dependenes ofthe W+W+ sattering ross setion, di�erentiating between heliity ombinations WLWLand WT WX , alulated within the Standard Model and with the inlusion of anomalousHiggs ouplings and anomalous triple and quarti gauge ouplings. These are originalalulations produed by myself for the sake of the present monograph.Quarti ouplings, in partiular WWWW , an be determined via measurements of
V V sattering or triboson prodution, but data taken at 7 and 8 TeV are of not enoughstatistial power to hold a truly onlusive analysis (disussion on the �rst measurementsof W±W± sattering arried by ATLAS and CMS will be given later on). Currentlyquarti ouplings are largely unmeasured experimentally.The remainder of hapter 3 presents a sketh of the physis landsape that emergesfrom the present experimental input oming from di�erent parts of partile physis andastrophysis in what regards possible hints of physis beyond the Standard Model. Itdisusses a partiular lass of theoretial models that have been proposed as a possibleStandard Model extension, known as the Strongly Interating Light Higgs (SILH) models.In these models the Higgs is a omposite objet, belonging to a whole new, unknownsetor, and - what's important - it does not ensure omplete VLVL → VLVL amplitudeunitarization. Suh theories provide important and fully realisti motivation to study V Vsattering. Predited within are Higgs to gauge ouplings and ouplings between gaugebosons that deviate from the Standard Model. However, existene - or not - of partially13



strong V V sattering an be only proved via diret observation.Chapter 4 of the monograph, �V V sattering at the LHC�, presents a detailedanalysis of the V V sattering proess as seen at the LHC from the phenomenologialpoint of view. At the LHC, V V sattering is identi�ed via observation of the jjV V�nal state, i.e., two gauge bosons (more exatly: its deay produts) and two jets, alled�tagging jets�, oriented strongly forward/bakward. However, the same signature an alsobe produed by events where no V V interation has taken plae. Their onsideration isneessary not only for the orret assessment of bakground levels (this is the so alledirreduible bakground, i.e., omposed of the same physial partiles in the �nal state),but - due to omputational reasons - for the orret assessment of the signal itself. Insetion 4.1 di�erent approahes to formal signal de�nition are presented and ompared:those usually applied in data analysis in experiments like CMS and those that are useful inalulations and simulation-based studies, espeially in those involving physis beyond theStandard Model. Beause no set of seletion riteria based on event kinematis guaranteesseletion of a pure event sample in whih the sattering proess indeed took plae, andbeause sattering of longitudinally polarized pairs in the Standard Model is but a smallfration of the total V V prodution, it is most onvenient for the sake of alulations tode�ne the signal as the enhanement of VLVL pair prodution relative to Standard Modelpreditions. Signal evaluation requires thus two omputations: one arried within theStandard Model (whih at the same time stands for the total irreduible bakground) andone in a non-SM senario. This de�nition an also be extended for the senarios thatmodify transverse polarizations, too.Presented in setion 4.2 is a disussion on omputational methods and approximationsoften applied in theoretial alulations, espeially in older literature on the subjet: theE�etive W Approximation, the Goldstone boson Equivalene Theorem and the W on-shell approximation. The latter atually plays an important role in further onsiderations.Setions 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 ontain a disussion of the entire V V sattering proess, suhas observed in the CMS detetor, deomposed into three distint steps: emission of gaugebosons o� quarks, the proper interation between gauge bosons and gauge boson deayswith the resulting possible �nal states and experimental signatures. Purely leptoni gaugeboson deays (W → lν, Z → l+l−, where l is either a muon or an eletron) are hosenas the leanest experimentally for a more detailed analysis. An essential question for thepresented analysis onept is whether in the V V sattering proess di�erent gauge bosonheliities an be reasonably separated from eah other. In this work it is laimed that itmakes the most physial, as well as pratial, sense for the proess of same-sign W bosonsattering, i.e., W±W±
→ W±W±. The following fats are shown as onerning W±W±sattering at an energy muh larger than the Higgs mass:1. that the W bosons to a good approximation behave like on-shell, therefore have wellde�ned heliities (setion 4.2),2. that proesses W±
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3. that emissions of WL and WT o� a quark line di�er in angular distributions, this re-�ets in di�erent transverse momentum spetra of the quark after the at of emission(setion 4.3),4. that the abovementioned di�erenes in angular distributions should be mirrored atthe level of transverse momenta of reonstruted tagging jets one appropriate basitoplogial seletion riteria for VBF-like events are applied (setion 4.6),5. that if in addtion WLWL and WT WX pairs tend to populate di�erent regions ofinvariant mass (e.g., beause only WLWL get enhaned at high mass, as is the aseof saled Higgs to gauge ouplings), then an e�etive variable that disriminatessignal from bakground beomes the double ratio of transverse momenta, denotedby RpT
= pl1

T pl2
T /(pj1

T pj2
T ).It is espeially worth emphasizing that WLWL pairs orrespond to systematially lowertransverse momenta of the tagging jets than WT WX . From this it follows that applyinghigh pT thresholds on tagging jets, as is routinely pratied in order to protet from thebeam pile-up (the e�et of many proton-proton interations ourring in a single bunhrossing), dereases sensitivity to physis related to the Higgs boson. It may beomeneessary to �nd additional algorithms of proper jet tagging in the presene pile-up jets,to ope with this problem. The entire hapter shows all the detailed kinemati spetrathat are at the basis of the above observations, inluding a justi�ation of the RpT

variable;also shown is why all the above observations (exept No. 1) apply only to the W±W±proess.Setion 4.7 ontains a disussion of the main soures of reduible bakground, i.e.,proesses where the �nal state omprises other partiles than the signal, but an mimik allthe required signatures in a real partile detetor. Potential soures of suh bakgrounds inthe CMS experiment are: inlusive tt̄ prodution (for W±W± only if oupled with leptoni
b quark deay or wrong lepton harge determination (sign-�ips)), W+jets prodution witha jet misreonstruted as a lepton and QCD multijet events with two jets misreonstrutedas leptons. Realled here are the already known methods of bakground redution forinlusive tt̄ prodution proesses. Also mentioned are various rough estimates of therelevant CMS and/or ATLAS detetor apabilities suh as b quark tagging e�ienyin the endap region, lepton harge determination e�ieny as a funtion of transversemomentum, or the probability to reonstrut a jet or hadron as a lepton, that were basedon various publily available analyses and simulation studies, and that ultimately willde�ne the amount of all the above bakgrounds in future measurements at 13 TeV.The last issue that is disussed in hapter 4 onerns pseudorapidity distributions oftagging jets for the signal and irreduible bakground. They show that the kinematiregion of maximum sensitivity to Higgs ouplings extends all the way down to pseudo-rapidities ±5. This may have severe impliations in the ontext of future upgrade plansonerning the hadroni alorimeter operation in the endap (HE) and forward (HF)regions at CMS for the High Luminosity LHC program.Most of Chapter 4 fouses on my own oneptual ontribution to the subjet of V Vsattering, and results of my own simulation work. Part of these results were published ina previous paper [13℄, some have been also presented in internal meetings and seminars.15



Chapter 5 of the presented monograph, �Simulation-based studies vs. experi-mental results�, ontains a review of the most important phenomenologial works on thesubjet, from �rst pioneering alulation done for the sake of the planned Superondut-ing Super Collider, to alulations and simulation work arried in the ontext of the LHCat 14 TeV before Higgs disovery, to the most up-to-date papers written after Higgs dis-overy. In doing this review my main fous was on those elements of all the older worksthat fully keep their atuality in the hanged physis ontext after 2012. Referring tothe individual works and their onlusions in this short summary is inessential. However,the most important onlusion of Chapter 5 is that a lot on the seletion riteria andanalysis tehniques proposed in the past to study alternative mehanisms of eletroweaksymmetry breaking have been these days undeservedly forgotten due to appearane ofmodern alulation tools and not least due to Higgs boson disovery. But this knowledgestill an and should be taken full advantage of in future searhes for physis beyond theStandard Model. Many older onlusions and preditions an be also reon�rmed usingmodern analysis tools. The above remains true even when the foremost motivation forstudying WW sattering proesses shifts from probing the Higgs boson to probing quartigauge ouplings. Revisiting the onlusions of many apparently forgotten earlier papersusing modern tools is one of the primary goals of the present monograph.Setion 5.4 ontains in addition a detailed disussion on the results of W±W± satter-ing analyses arried reently by the ATLAS and CMS ollaborations on 8 TeV data. Thepublished results pratially do not allow any relevant physis onlusions, either in whatonerns the Higgs boson in WW sattering or (whih is eluidated in the disussion)on quarti ouplings. In ontrast to all the phenomenologial papers mentioned above,always done for beam energies larger than the urrently available, the present experimen-tal results are shown in form of a purely Standard Model measurement. The analysesthat have been arried set up a path for future measurement at higher energies. It is alsointeresting to ompare the results from the two experiments. Comparisons show learlythat tiny di�erenes between di�erent detetor an lead to signi�ant di�erenes in thetotal amount of bakground for this measurement and in its physis omposition. Speialattention should be stressed on the e�ienies of lepton reonstrution a low transversemomenta and the resuting �nite e�ieny of the veto on additional leptons. These ef-fets, virtually impossible to simulate using only ommonly aessible simulation tools,are deisive for the amount of bakground oming from WZ pair prodution where onelepton from Z deay gets lost. It is these numbers that produe the lion's share of theoverall di�erenes between ATLAS and CMS results. Surely, bakground omposition at8 TeV and under the seletion riteria that have been applied here to arry a StandardModel measurement is signi�antly di�erent from the expeted bakground ompositionat higher energies in a seleted kinemati region optimized for the searh for deviationsfrom the Standard Model.The idea of having an analysis of the non-resonant W±W± proess ame into beingin CMS largely due to my presentation at a CMS meeting on V V sattering held bak in2012 and the disussions that followed. I did not partiipate in the analysis of data takenby CMS whih lay at the basis of the disussed paper.Chapter 6 of the monograph, �What an the LHC measure�, ontains a personal-perspetive attempt at answering the question of what will be possible to observe in V Vsattering proesses in experiments on the LHC operating at 13 TeV. All the relevant16



seletion riteria disussed in the previous hapters that aim at isolating the most in-teresting events from the point of view of deviations from the Standard Model are herereapitulated on. For the W±W± and W+W− proesses these are originally oneivedseletion riteria, while for W±Z and ZZ the seletion riteria are inherited from ear-lier work by other authors, but independently ross-heked and on�rmed by self-madesimulations.Subsequent setions 6.1 thru 6.6 present the general methodology of signal evaluation,where signal should be understood as the e�et of non-standard Higgs to gauge ouplings,and of the most important bakground soures: irreduible (by de�nition equal to theStandard Model), inlusive tt̄ prodution, W+jets events, QCD multijet events and WZpair prodution. Estimates are made suh that a lear division is done between the e�etsof physis itself and the apparatus e�ets. The former an be simulated using publilyavailable event generators, regardless of spei� detetor details. Corret onsideration ofthe latter requires full detetor simulation for CMS or ATLAS, but to a �rst approximationthese e�ets an be desribed by hoie of a few numbers that are detetor-spei� andthat will simply sale the relevant physis spetra. Numbers desribing the b tagginge�ieny, the e�ieny of lepton sign determination at high pT and the probabilitiesto reonstrut a jet, hadron or photon as an eletron, were estimated based on availablestudies arried within the CMS experiment, disussed in setion 4.7 (in ase these numbersturn out to be wrong, it should be simple to resale the result). Experimental resolutionsin the measurement of eletron, muon and jet transverse momenta were likewise takeninto aount. Other apparatus e�ets were negleted. Based on the above rules, the rosssetions of the signal and eah of the individual bakgrounds an be alulated after eahstep of the full seletion proess, as well as the �nal lepton-lepton mass spetra (or missingmass spetra in the ase of WZ and ZZ → 2l2ν) after the entire seletion proess (setion6.8). The general onlusion that arises from these results is still that the W±W± proesso�ers the best sensitivity to the Higgs ouplings, but even in this ase only relatively largedeviations from the Standard Model (of order 0.8) ould be observed and most likely notuntil the High Luminosity LHC phase.Setion 6.9 disusses expeted e�ets related to anomalous gauge ouplings desribedvia e�etive dimension-6 operators. Having in mind the most up-to-date experimentallimits on those operators (the latter oming also from measurements of anomalous tripleouplings done by CMS and ATLAS, see Chapter 3), it turns out that the magnitudesof possible BSM e�ets are urrently at the limit of sensitivity that an be ahieved inthe LHC at 13 TeV. However, at least one dimension-6 operator (traditionally saled withoe�ient cWWW ) an generate signal measurable still before the HL-LHC phase. Morerelevant from the point of view of the present work is nonetheless the question of separatingdi�erent physis senarios - in partiular the signals of non-standard Higgs ouplings fromthe signals of anomalous cWWW . This is tightly onneted to the polarizations of the
W±W± pair, sine the dimension-6 operator saled with cWWW modi�es only vertiesinvolving transversely polarized gauge bosons, in ontrast to the Higgs ouplings. Setion6.9 shows that kinemati separation of these two types of signals based on the respetivetransverse momentum distributions of reonstruted tagging jets should be su�ient toassess the proper signal soure, provided signal itself will be statistially signi�ant andgiven an integrated luminosity of the order of 3000 fb−1. Contributions of other operatorsmay however blur the emerging piture. 17



All the simulation work referred to in setions 6.1 thru 6.9 has been done by myselfor under my supervision. Most of these results have not been published yet.Setion 6.10 presents the expeted e�ets related to anomalous quarti ouplings de-ribed via e�etive dimension-8 operators. Only results for the W±W± are here quoted.These are results of the work of other people, some on a phenomenologial level andsome inluding elements of apparatus e�ets, and even involving full detetor simulation(ATLAS studies). They show the expeted sensitivities to seleted dimension-8 operatorsat the LHC assuming an integrated luminosity of 300 and 3000 fb−1. Exisiting studieshave a strongly seletive harater and there is still a long way before all the potentiale�ets related to dimension-8 operators get fully understood. It should be stressed how-ever that none of the existing analyses makes distintion between di�erent polarizationsof the W±W± pair. Conversely, all of them assume a relatively high threshold on thetransverse momentum of tagging jets. Sine kinemati separation between WLWL and
WT WX must be here as pronouned as it was in the ase of anomalous dimension-6 op-erators, appliation of tehniques to separate the heliities, as advoated in the presentwork, as well as additional work towards lowering the jet pT thresholds, an be of speialimportane for the operators that modify WLWL pairs. All the quoted analyses ould beworth reworking aordingly before the HL-LHC program starts.Chapter 7 of the monograph, �Beyond the LHC�, skethes the perspetives offuture VBS measurements, W±W± in partiular, in future hadron olliders that may be-ome LHC suessors. The Future Cirular Colliders (FCC) projet in its proton-protonoption, supposed to provide a enter of mass energy of 100 TeV, was taken as primarybasis for further onsiderations. There exist no full simulations of V V sattering pro-esses at 100 TeV so far, they will ertainly be the subjet of work for many people andmany forthoming years. This hapter shows a personal-perspetive glane at the FCCphysis apabilities based on original simulation work. The latter involved some prelimi-nary analyses at the phenomenologial level, following essentially the same guidelines asdisussed before for 14 TeV exept for taking into aount the main kinemati di�erenesindued diretly by higher beam energy. Even onsidering that simulations arried en-tirely in the lowest order of QCD expansion may not be su�ient at suh energy, a roughpreliminary glane makes it lear that inreasing the beam energy provides a qualitativeleap in the sensitivity to any Beyond the Standard Model e�ets - whether oming fromHiggs ouplings or from pure gauge ouplings. Assuming an integrated luminosity of theorder of 1 ab−1, the Higgs ouplings an be independently determined to a ouple of perent. Moreover, kinemati separation of WLWL and WT WX proesses based on transversemomentum spetra of tagging jets is here lear enough, so that the physial soure of anyobserved deviations an be unequivoally identi�ed. Likewise, the range of the lepton-lepton invariant mass that will be probed is wide enough to arry exat measurements ofanomalous ouplings responsible for the observed e�ets. Unlike the LHC whih may ormay not observe physis beyond the Standard Model, the FCC an without doubt be themahine to study the details of the theory that one day will replae it.Chapter 8 ontains a short summary of the main onlusions. The work ends with aomprehensive bibliography of the subjet.
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